Problems for both field workers and managers are solved!

A Handy Terminal that makes everybody feel like using it
is finally completed.
Why does this model make people feel like using it?
Ultra-light,
compact body
Length
Thickness
Weight
Inventory

158mm
24mm
188g

* With thin battery mounted

Merchandise

One-piece dress (orange) size M

A godsend for field operations!

Equipment that can be managed with peace of mind!

Compact,
but easy to use
· Each model’s body is more than 15% thinner, lighter and
smaller*
· Design was sought for functional beauty that also allows
comfortable operation despite size constraints.
· Dome-shaped keys are used, which can be operated easily
by workers wearing work gloves.

Solid and robust to protect
both hardware and data

Dome-shaped keys

· Built-in toughness that endures droppings from 2 m height
and operates in minus 20° to 50°C temperature range.
· With a microSDHC inserted, stored data can be backed up.
· Battery start-up* is supported for emergency situations.
* A battery adapter sold separately is required.

* Compared to Denso Wave’s BHT-800Q when a thin battery is mounted
in respective 2D code models.

Location

Supplier

Minimum order qty.

360°

10 units

Order
Merchandise

Gel-ink ballpoint

Capability to read codes from any angle
of 360° makes for quick reading.*

pen 0.5 mm
Quantity

Supplier

M1: Back

18/20 units

· Smooth 360° reading is realized using the latest algorithms.
· Compared to barcode models, working time with the model
can be reduced up to 30%.

Ent: Register

Minimum order qty.

* With only 2D code model

12 units
Unit purchase price

¥130

Quantity

84 units

Total

Barcodes can be read speedily
in any direction regardless of
orientation

¥10,920
Ent: Register

M1: Back
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Global

Comprehensive support system
available anywhere in the world.

· The model can be used in more than 40 countries worldwide.
· Supports displays in Japanese, English, Chinese, Korean
and Thai.

Distinctive displays even
in bright sunlight

Certification expected
from the following
countries:
27 states in the EU, USA,
Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, China, Taiwan, Hong
Kong, South Korea, Singapore,
Thailand, Malaysia, India,
Indonesia, Philippines, Vietnam,
Russia, Brazil

· A high-visibility LCD, High-Bright Display, is used.
· A wide viewing angle, and therefore, enhanced visibility from
oblique angles is realized.

28h

Long operation possible even
when the unit is kept online

· Proprietary power-saving design allowing a 28-hour*
consecutive operation, the longest in its class.
· Compliant with the latest wireless security standards to
prevent illegal access
* When ratios of reading, wireless communication, rewriting of screen,
and holding durations are 1:1:1:20 in continuous wireless operation;
when a standard battery is mounted in 2D code models.

3
years

28h

· Customers who register on Denso Wave’s website are offered
a 3-year warranty.
* 1-year warranty for consumables as defined by Denso Wave (vibrator,
keypad, etc.).
Access point

* Screen showing simulated images

Why are Denso Wave’s products chosen over others?
Rich
experience
Long-term
support

Pioneering company, established in 1978, in the
automatic recognition field whose products boast the
No. 1 spot for the number of units in use.

Reliable, integrated
production system

Supplies for models are available for more than
5 years after launch. Even after sales end, 5-year
support is guaranteed.

Superior
engineering prowess

Denso Wave is engaged in every aspect of a
product, its development, production,
marketing and maintenance.
Denso Wave is the company that developed
QR Code, used all over the world.

3-year warranty allows customer’s
long use with peace of mind.

What makes workers in
distribution field operations feel
like using the model?

Warranty period
is generally

1 year
With BHT-1300,

warranty period is

3 years.

What makes workers in

logistics and production field
operations feel like using the model?

It can be held comfortably even by women,
and its aesthetics enable it to fit in anywhere
with style.

Round-the-clock use of the model, which is
compliant with IEEE 802.11 b/g/n, is possible
while it is operated online.

Thanks to its 360° reading capability, inventory
time can be drastically cut.

The model’s robust durability ensures accurate
use in tough work environments with peace
of mind.

